The conventional wisdom is that class divisions once prevailed but in recent decades have gradually declined. Indeed, many now suggest that the working class has been voting Republican since the 1980s. The historical evidence on voting in presidential elections does not indicate that there was a decline since the 1950s. If anything, the well-off and more educated have moved somewhat more Democratic, lessening class divisions. There has, however, been a change since the 2008 election, with the working class -whether only whites or allmoving away from the Democrats. This may not mean a decline of the working class voting their interests. It may be that the economic recovery of recent years has done little to help the working class and they have taken a gamble that a businessman will help their job prospects more.
Introduction
Does class matter in American politics? If it does, does it matter in the way we generally assume? Does the working class vote Democratic and provide an electoral base so party candidates can make issues of opportunity and fairness in receiving the benefits of capitalism central to political campaigns and debates? Or is the working class now voting Republican? In 2016 it appears Donald Trump won the presidency by attracting the White working class, especially in key states. Does this election confirm the conclusion that we are experiencing a class "inversion" in politics?
Despite the seeming simplicity of these questions, assessing what has been happening is not simple. There are disagreements about how to assess the issue. How do we define class? Do we examine just Whites or all respondents? Further complicating matters, perhaps our expectations about how class plays out are in need of reassessment. We may also need to incorporate economic trends and the impact of competing narratives of change being presented by activists, elites and politicians.
To address these questions this paper first examines the historical record of class voting in presidential elections as background for assessing 2016 results.
Much of the commentary begins with references to how contemporary patterns
In 2016 the voting inclinations of the White working class became a central focus as polls found they were voting Republican. 7 As one commentator noted, "Class is back. Arguably, for the first time since the New Deal, class is the dominant political issue. Virtually every candidate has tried appealing to class concerns, particularly those in the stressed middle-and lower-income groups. Class has risen to prominence as the prospects for middle-and working-class Americans have declined." 8 There were multiple explanations offered as to why this was occurring. Was this behavior driven by economic frustration, 9 racial resentment, 10 authoritarianism, 11 or class resentment of how liberal commentators characterized the working class? 12 Regardless, it was often argued that we have experienced a lengthy transition from a politics of the lower class voting Democratic to a reversal of prior patterns. By some reports Republicans represent the working class and Democrats the well-educated.
Is this historical evolution accurate? If yes, what does it tell us about the relevance of economic issues in political debates? Are they now overshadowed by other issues? If not, and class does matter, how does it matter? To answer these questions we need to pursue several matters. First we need to review just what class means. How has and should it be defined and measured? If we can settle that we then can track what divisions have prevailed over time. If those divisions do not exist politicians cannot be sure if there is a base for appeals based on economic differences. Using historical data we can assess whether class divisions 
Defining Class
Class is used in very different ways. To some it involves prestige or status. Traditionally it involved the relationship to the means of production. Factory workers are working class because they do not control the means of production. Some follow that logic and construct elaborate occupation classifications to define class. Others define it by the attributes that reflect likely economic position, such as education, income, or socio-economic status, which combines education, income, and occupation. Each approach has its merits. 13 The concern here is to utilize an indicator that has validity and can be used to track class voting over time. Selfdefined status may be appealing but in a society where many may not wish to identify as working class, the responses may reflect aspirations more than reality. Socio-economic status and occupation are also appealing, but classifying occupations over time as to class becomes very problematic in an economy that is continually changing. Added to these issues is that of whether to focus just on Whites.
The two most common indicators for political analysts are education and income. They are simple and can be obtained via surveys. Each has appeal and each has limitations. Education clearly translates into job opportunities, income and status. Income reflects economic position and the resources and opportunities for families. The difficulty in choosing an indicator involves the issue of whether class is an absolute or relative situation. If education is used and over time we move from a society in which few people go to college to one in which many attend and graduate, does this suggest class is of less relevance? This issue of shifting composition is particularly relevant if only Whites are examined. The decline over time of Whites with a high school degree or less is significant. Whites with a high school degree or less were 78.5 percent of all voters in 1952. They declined to 55.9 percent in 1972, 35.4 percent in 1992, and 12.8 in 2016. If the concern is an analysis of class divisions, it is questionable to use only 12.8 percent of the voting population. We might use a more expansive education grouping of Whites to cope with change. If we use Whites without a college degree, the declines are from 87.9 percent of all voters in 1952 to 35.5 percent in 2016. The problem with using those without a college degree is that over the last 40 years, among Whites with less than a college degree but more than a high school degree, 80 percent have been in the middle and upper thirds of the income distribution. In the last 30 years 40 percent have been in the upper third of the income distribution. An analysis of class divisions in which a substantial percentage of a group is in the upper third of the income distribution is likely to be very misleading.
Absolute income levels create similar problems. If absolute income levels steadily increase over time and there are fewer "lower" income voters does this mean that class is of less relevance? Although incomes have risen since we NES surveys started in the 1950s, economic inequality has also increased. The population in general might have greater income levels but there are large segments that are not faring well.
Given these problems with absolute education and income levels, the focus might be only on relative income groupings. The entire society may be faring better, but the crucial matter for many is their relative situation. Income is not a perfect indicator, as it can fluctuate from year to year, but it does capture the resources and possible opportunities that individuals have. Unlike education, which suggests where people might end up in society, it indicates how people are actually faring. For these reasons, relative income seems a reasonable indicator of class. Despite this appeal, most of the discussions of class in contemporary politics have revolved around those with a high school degree or less or those without a college degree, so the analysis will also use actual education levels and relative income groupings.
Even if the absolute versus relative issue can be resolved, there is still the issue of whether to include everyone or only Whites. Much of the discussion has focused on the political behavior of only Whites. That may have made sense when the electorate was almost all White. There were fewer non-White immigrants in the 1950s and many Blacks were prohibited from voting. As the population and electorate become more non-White and non-Whites comprise a substantial percentage of those with lower incomes, it seems very odd to conduct an analysis of class divisions while excluding a substantial percentage of those in the lower class. If the only concern is Whites, that focus is justified, but if the focus is whether class divisions occur, then everyone should be included. To provide results for both, the analysis will begin with only Whites and then move to everyone.
The Political Context
Before reviewing the historical data, it is worth a brief summary of the political context. We presume that those in the lower/working class vote Democratic and those in the upper-middle and above vote Republican because of the positions of the parties. Democrats support unions, job training programs, welfare and food stamp programs, more assistance to attend college, and worker safety regulations. Republicans seek less government and tax cuts (with the bulk going to those they see as job creators), fewer regulations, right-to-work laws in the states, and cuts in welfare and food stamp programs. These differences were pushed along during President Obama's tenure when Democrats enacted Obamacare to provide health insurance to those lacking it. The administration put forth rules to make those with salaries less than $50,000 eligible for overtime. They established rules to make financial advisors have to put the interests of investors first. Republicans strongly opposed these initiatives. In short, the party differences, which have become more pronounced in recent decades, would seem to create a political context in which class political divisions would play out as expected.
The Data and Questions
The data drawn here are from the ANES surveys which have been conducted since 1952. For 2016 results were provided by Edison Research, which conducted exit polls in November, 2016. The approach is to assess partisan presidential voting for those in different class groups. There are several questions to assess. Are those in the lower/working class voting less Democratic over time? How have those in the upper group behaved over time? Has a class inversion of class behavior developed, with the working class voting Republican and the upper class voting Democratic? Do the patterns for all respondents differ from those for Whites only?
To provide the reader with the raw data so he or she can form their own assessments, the data are presented graphically from 1952 through 2016. Since presidential changes have drawn the most attention, the focus here will be on results from that race. In reviewing the graphs there are three questions to focus on. Have those in different classes voted as we might expect, with those in lower groups voting more Democratic? Have there been changes over time? Has the difference between classes in Democratic support decreased or increased?
Whites Only
Focusing first on only Whites and using education levels, over time generally only about 40 percent (with fluctuations) of those with a high school education or less have voted Democratic. Whites with a high school degree or less have never voted strongly Democratic. Further, differences between those with a high school degree or less and those with a college degree have gradually declined. This decline, however, is not because those with less education have moved to the Republican column, but because college graduates have become more Democratic. With all the discussion of how Republicans have used cultural issues to attract the working class, the evidence suggests these emphases have alienated the well-educated.
14 If the analysis focuses on relative income groupings for Whites, those in the lower third of the income distribution have generally voted slightly more Democratic. Again, it is important to note that despite all the discussion about Whites recently deserting the Democratic Party it has been an unusual year, going all the way back to 1952, in which more than 50 percent voted Democratic. It is not a new phenomenon for many working class Whites to vote Republican. With regard to the extent of differences in voting Democratic between lower and higher White income groups, they barely existed in the 1950s and 1960s. From 1976 through 2012 they were somewhat larger. Across all the years there is an expected class difference in voting, but it is by no means large. Hillary Clinton among Whites with a high school degree or less and those in the lower third of the income distribution is the lowest level recorded since 1952. The result is a significant class inversion among Whites in 2016. These results support the interpretation that 2012 and 2016 were different from prior years. Among Whites class mattered, but inversely from almost all prior years. After decades of rough stability, Whites with a high school degree or less voted less Democratic. Those with a college degree have very gradually moved more Democratic. The net effect is a diminished and inverted class division. Does that mean that class, as we expect it to matter, no longer matters? Indeed, are Republicans on the way to becoming the party of the working class?
15 Are the electoral bases of American politics being fundamentally transformed?
All Voters
There are reasons to pause before using an analysis of Whites to form that conclusion. Whites are a diminishing percentage of the American electorate. An analysis of Whites does not focus on the entire working class, but on the White working class. It is perfectly appropriate to be interested in how the White working class is voting in a changing economy, but that does not constitute assessing class divisions. All voters need to be considered before reaching any conclusions. Figures 3 and 4 include all voters. For both indicators, the patterns are essentially the same. Aside from 1964, Democratic voting was relatively low during the 1950s-1960s, compared to later years. There was little difference in Democratic support across income groups, and modest differences across education groups. From 1976 to 2012 Democrats received their greatest support among those in the lower third of the income distribution and among those with a high school education or less. Perhaps the most interesting trend is that those with higher incomes and a college degree or more moved more Democratic after 1976. Differences across income and education groups have declined.
These results present some important issues as we struggle to decide whether class divisions have existed over time in American politics. The first matter is how we define "class politics." If we define it by whether the working/ lower class votes relatively more Democratic, the results indicate that for the last 40 years this occurred. If we focus on whether the working/lower class is providing an electoral base for Democrats who wish to argue for policies benefiting this group, the evidence indicates the party's strongest support is among the working class. 16 If, however, we define it as the extent of difference between classes, there has been some decline in recent decades, but not for the reasons many presume. Republican candidates have alienated many of the well-educated and the more affluent, and they have moved somewhat more towards Democratic candidates, reducing differences by class. Perhaps most important, for the decades of the 1970s-2000s there is no evidence of a class inversion. These results are summarized in Table 1 . The "cultural" interpretations all focus on opinions held by the working class. Perhaps they are filled racial resentment, with the working class arguing that the problems Blacks face are not due to oppression by Whites but the behavior of Blacks. 17 Perhaps it is because working class Whites are more prone to authoritarianism. 18 Perhaps the White working class is dominated by people who fear immigrants, many of whom are Muslim. 19 Perhaps the White working class is filled with resentment at how elites characterize them. They see snobbery in how they are portrayed.
The 2016 Election
20 "Whether they are the academic, media, and entertainment elites of the Left or the political and business elites of the Right, America's selfappointed best and brightest uniformly view the passions unleashed by Trump as the modern-day equivalent of a medieval peasants' revolt. And, like their medieval forebears, they mean to crush it."
21 All these interpretations presume that the White working class has turned to Donald Trump and the Republicans because they are responding to some of the more culturally conservative views within that party.
These explanations for why the White working class moved away from the Democratic Party all are based on the argument that those holding specific opinions -racial resentment, authoritarianism -responded to Donald Trump's appeals and voted Republican. There is no doubt that people vary on these issues, and that those with high scores on these matters are more likely to vote for a candidate espousing these opinions. The issue is whether these variations sufficiently explain changes in White working class behavior and whether such behavior signals a decline in the relevance of class as an important factor in presidential elections.
The first matter is what responses to the questions comprising these scales reflect. What does it mean to agree that "Blacks should work harder to succeed" or to choose "good manners" when asked "Please tell me which one you think is more important for a child to have: curiosity or good manners?" The premise is that someone who agrees that Blacks should work harder is filled with resentment toward Blacks, and is perhaps racist. It is also possible that someone has a mind frame that says individual hard work is the way to succeed and doubts that this work ethic has been sufficiently established. Is that resentment or expression of a sense of how the world works? The premise of the second question is that a response of "good manners" provides "a way to identify people who fit the authoritarian profile, by prizing order and conformity, for example, and desiring the imposition of those values." It is also possible that those in the working class live in a world where doing what is expected is seen as a way to a good job. Creativity and independence may be valued in upper-middle class families, but perhaps less so in working class families. Those scoring high on these traits may be adhering to traditional interpretations of how the world works more than resenting Blacks or wanting to impose certain values on the world. There is not space here to conduct a full-fledged reviews of these scales, but there does not seem to be much caution in forming a conclusion about what these scales might reflect. Much more research is needed on these issues.
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A more important problem is that the studies done are all cross-sectional in nature. They tell us about co-variations in opinions and voting inclinations within a year. There is no assurance that they explain changes from 2008 to 2016 in White working class voting. Did authoritarianism or racial resentment increase from 2008 to 2016? Perhaps that has occurred, but no evidence to that effect has been presented. In 2008 White working class voting for Democratic candidate Barack Obama, a Black man, was relatively high, as Figures 1 and 2 indicate. To explain the declines in 2012 and 2016 we must assume authoritarianism and racial resentment increased. Without evidence of such increases, some caution is in order.
If there is one thing that is clear from recent economic reports and interviews with the White working class during the last year or so, it is that this group is not faring well. We have countless reports that wages have been declining in recent decades for those with less education. 23 They are having social problems of social isolation, 24 more health problems, 25 and higher suicide rates. 26 There has been steady job growth in recent years, but the economy is changing and those with The suggestion is that retrospective voting plays a significant role. Voters fluctuate in their partisan voting according to which party has produced benefits for them. Does this happen? One way to assess this is to examine the voting of those who say they are better off in the last few years and those who say they are worse off. Figure 5 shows the voting of these two groups since 1968. Voting is presented in terms of how those in the two groups voted for the party currently holding the presidency. and the accompanying jobs. He and the Democrats passed legislation mandating equal pay for women and the Affordable Care Act to provide health insurance to those without. He passed regulations to force financial advisors to put the interests of clients first. He issued regulations to require that those making less than $48,000 in salary be paid overtime if required to work more than 40 hours per week. The previous threshold was $23,000. These and other policies were announced with great fanfare as a message to those less well-off that Democrats were helping them. In terms of images of helping the working class or business, it is easy to presume that the working class would vote Democratic, at least based on short-term benefits. Although these general party images matter, immediate experiences also matter. Democrats believe they took actions to help the working class. But what if someone in that class sees no benefit? Republicans mounted a strong critique of these actions and many other regulations, arguing that they made it harder for business to function and limited the extent to which business and jobs would grow. They argued that their policies would provide jobs. To partially assess that we can examine class reactions to the Obama administration from 2008 to 2012. A review of 2016 will be possible when NES data from that election are available. Table 2 
How do We Assess the Relevance of Class?
Our logic for assessing the relevance of class is straightforward. We examine the policies proposed and enacted by party candidates and form conclusions about who benefits. We then assume that those same conclusions are shared by the electorate. If Democrats enact the Affordable Care Act which largely helps those with lower incomes, we assume they see that as a benefit and vote Democratic. If they vote Republican we assume something other than class economic issues must be driving the vote. There must be racial resentment or some aspect of cultural intolerance that is creating a vote less than expected. The difficulty with this logic is that this presumes that the concerns of the working class are programs that address some of their needs, such as health care or college loans for their children. But to many the concerns of Democratic lawmakers do not translate into jobs. In recent years Democrats have enacted laws to regulate the financial sector (Dodd-Frank and rules that financial advisors must put the interests of clients first) and rules that those making less than $48,000 cannot be designated management and not receive overtime. These laws or regulations do not generate jobs. There has been steady job growth since 2009, but the evidence suggests that this has not benefited the working class a great deal. 27 The 27 Robert Reich, "Why the White Working Class Abandoned the Democratic Party: A key turning point in American politics," AlterNet, 21 Jan. 2016. http://www.alternet.org/economy/robertreich-why-white-working-class-abandoned-democratic-party?akid=13900.234904.AUHZFS&rd=1 &src=newsletter1049268&t=10.
decline in economic situations in rural areas has been particularly pronounced, and Trump did very well there.
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While we assume that the working class should recognize which party will help them economically is the Democrats, they may not see it that way. Donald Trump may have many questionable personal traits, but he also has a reputation as a successful businessman. For those seeking good-paying jobs, Trump represented an alternative that might pay off. Hillary Clinton indicated she would continue many of President Obama's policies. It would not be irrational to decide Trump presented more positive possibilities than Clinton.
Justin The central question in assessing the relevance of class in American politics is whether they vote in their own economic interests. In recent years there have been numerous suggestions that the working class is concerned more with conservative issues and have voted against their interests. The presumption is that the Democratic Party represents their economic interests. The difficulty with that presumption is many in the working class, faced with declining job and income prospects, may not see the policies of the Democratic Party as helping their prospects. Globalization has cost many well-paying working class jobs. Immigrants are seen as willing to accept lower wages and hurting job prospects for the White working class. In interview after interview during the 2016 presidential campaign, blue-collar workers expressed frustration with how little the policies of Barack Obama were helping them. 30 They and Republicans are very pessimistic about the direction of the nation. 31 Trump's ability to connect with voters with a claim that his policies will improve the economy did not come out of nowhere. Liberals present interpretations that the rich are dominating the political process and enacting policies that hurt the working class. 32 At the same time that the White working class has been experiencing decline, Republicans have been persistently presenting a narrative to voters that the economy is stifled by high taxes, too many government regulations, 33 and too many government programs that make it easier for some people to not be motivated to work. 34 Trump picked up on this long-developing narrative and made the case that he could help improve the economic fortunes of the working class. 35 He clearly also picked up on various resentments they have about other matters, but the possibility that their economic fortunes might improve are very important.
The Future Role of Class
Interpretations of Donald Trump's win often stress his White working class base. That is somewhat a misrepresentation of his base. It is important to recognize that he won because the traditional conservative Republican base came home plus Trump won just enough of the working class to win by small margins in a few states to win the Electoral College. The working class provided the margin. The intriguing issue is what does the trend from 2008 to 2016 in working class voting suggest for their future role in presidential elections.
This takes us back to the issue of how class is defined. If the focus continues to be on the White working class defined as those with a high school degree or less, this group will become less and less important. They are a diminishing percentage of the American electorate and are likely to continue to decline. If instead we focus on all working class voters, whether education or income is used to define them, this group will likely continue to be very important.
The issue is what will drive their behavior and what do we make of what drives their behavior. Will they respond to Democratic policies presented as helping them, or will job growth and which party was in power motivate them? The Trump administration is making its policy preferences clear. They wish to roll back Obamacare. They are repealing regulations to expand overtime for salaried workers and to require financial advisors to put clients first. 36 They oppose raising the minimum wage and thus far have sounded as if any tax cut plan will provide significant benefits primarily for the affluent. Republicans at the state level are cutting back on programs that help the working class. 37 In traditional analyses of class we would presume this will alienate the working class. 38 Given current policy differences between Republicans and Democrats, we generally assume that the relevance of class would be determined by the extent to which the working class votes Democratic. If that level is low, the argument is that Republicans are using other issues to distract the working class from voting for their economic interests. 39 The difficulty with that logic is that the working class may care more about good-paying jobs than the policies referenced above. Their lives may be defined primarily by whether they can get a job with good wages and benefits not social programs and federal legislation.
If the Trump administration can increase the growth rate of the economy and the result is many more well-paying working class jobs than he is likely to get more working class support. Does that mean that class does not matter? No, it means that a class is assessing how the policies of each party benefits them and voting accordingly. It would mean that a class is voting for its economic interests as they see them. Needless to say, it makes our assessment of the role of class much less simple.
It may also be that a class, in search of something better, can make a mistake. 40 In reviewing the cabinet appointments and announced policies of the Trump administration and congressional Republican policy proposals thus far, it is difficult to see how any of it will benefit the working class in the short-run. Liberals believe there are likely to be disappointments. But that does not mean that the working class did not vote for their interests as they see them.
